VVOVNDS - DESCENDING FLESH
L P / C D / D I G I TA L

Nasty, sludgy hardcore punk for the furious, for the restless,
for the adventurous - these VVOVNDS will leave deep scars!
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going on. And yet, here it is, a first album, here they are, for almost half an hour,
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“swallowing nails // spitting riffs”, as they put it themselves, or dreaming really

TRACKL I ST

fast, as Bill Murray would. We don’t know how they take it, we don’t know how

A

At first a VVOVNDS full-length album seems like a physical impossibility. Since
erupting in the scene a few years ago, this Belgian four-piece seems to live and
die within that short minute-and-a-bit, at most, their song-bombs last. The songs
are fleshwounds, opening, exploding, closing, almost before you realize what’s
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Never Change

2

Descending Flesh

3

A La Lanterne

4

Golgotha

5

The Light

7

Coins

8

Equality in Death
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The Whip

for them x doesn’t mark just one spot. To the contrary, they have a lot of x’s,
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Falling Back

scratched in blood throughout the walls of genres like powerviolence, sludge
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Maleficia

we will, but everyone will just have to run for cover and try to survive.
The punk of VVOVNDS is immediate, it hits hard and deep, but yet it still defies
easy descriptions. Like their name, they leave things simple, their boots firmly
planted in the roots of the hardcore punk genre. But at the same time it’s impossible to find an easy reference point, the traditional sounds-just-like-x, because

and who knows what else, as long as it’s covered in bile, blood and tears.
Although comparisons are difficult to find and far-fetched, we’ll give it a try:
imagine all members from Converge, Lightning Bolt, Ice Age, Uniform and
Some Girls caught in a drunken bar fight, all armed with rusty prisonknives…
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Pieter Blancke (D), Kristof Mondy (B),
Simon Pertz (G), Jenci Vervaeke (V)
B AND CONTACT

vvovnds@gmail.com
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•

Recorded at Hearse Studios w/ Lander Cluyse (Amenra, Oathbreaker,

http://hypertensionrecords.com

Wiegedood, Hessian).
•

Mixed and mastered by Will Killingsworth (Orchid, Failures, Ampere,…) at
Dead Air Studios (Hoax, Das Oath, Mind Eraser)

•

Cover artwork by Grady Gordon

•

VVOVNDS shared the stage with a.o.: Amenra, Wovenhand, Hoax,
Retox, Thou, Full Of Hell, Wolvserpent and many more.
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